Phishing Alert

The Division of Human Resources (DHR) has been notified from the Division of State Group Insurance (DSGI) that some employees are receiving spam calls designed to elicit personal information.

The calls are from both in-state and out-of-state area codes, and the caller attempts to obtain Social Security information as part of the dependent eligibility verification audit. Please be cautious about disclosing confidential information. You should be certain that the source is legitimate. HMS call center employees will not request Social Security Numbers to confirm the employee’s identity. If you have any questions, you should contact HMS directly at www.verifyOS.com or (877) 577-4549.

The DHR and DSGI will continue to monitor the situation and additional information will be posted to http://www.usf.edu/hr when available.

Regards,

The Division of Human Resources
University of South Florida
usf.edu/hr